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What color don't you know?  
Who aren't you? 

Are you an animal 
Red and ripe of heart  
With a taste only for meat 
Red and refusing of all tender things 
Not earned at blood's cost? 
A beast who fears  
Only the cheating heart of kindness 
Red and evil   
Never sulking and lying 
Trusted and tasting of Life best... 
When she has been taken? 
––for I am that way too. 

Or are you never bloody but purple and sweet 
Rising as a fragrant splash of light 
Never bloody but glowing and sweet 
Nourishing yourself on the heavens you dream 
And the dreams you need, which become your heaven 
Real and embracing 
Refusing only red 
Spitting out only blood? 
––for I am that way too. 

Are you bitter and black 
Bruised and welted with strength 
Black and only black 
Glistening obsidian teeth and splendor  
Adorn strength with strength alone 
Are you twice bitter 
Able to burn hate into a black liquor 
Of deadly strength 
Twice poisonous and double potent 
Black and thick with bitter strength 
Refusing all but black 
Which is all, once known and refused 
Burned into strength stained black on black 
Spitting out all of life as the traitor 
A black flame of eternal refusing? 
––for I am like that too.  

Do you need only hope 
And never drink from dark fetid springs 
And thick evil wells filled with black blood 



Always turning upward and away to find 
Strength is loosely held, a laughing thing 
A rising bubble of glad silver wind 
Rising and laughing 
Pouring itself up into all blue and silver heavens 
Stretched tight with a shimmering skin  
Of laughter and song, burst joy and light, rising 
Always alone and climbing, rising, 
Falling upward 
Away––  
From all black things 
And poison wells of black blood?  
Are you like me? 
––for I am that way too. 
 
So I ask you, 
What color don't you know? 
Who aren't you? 
That is the name of the lie you must tell 
Into your poet's soul... 
The name of your God–– 
And your limit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


